
Profile

An architect dedicated to innovative design solutions in Architecture, Interior Design and Planning. Cynthia's experience includes work 
in Healthcare, Commercial and Residential Architecture. Her responsibilities have included the design and management and projects 
in all phases of the architectural process. She is committed to providing great service in partnership with her clients and the design 
team. 

Cynthia’s work has been primarily focused on complex, multi-use architecture. She has a working knowledge of  the balance required 
in projects which meld public spaces, food service, spaces requiring technical equipment and building support systems. She has also 
has success with the focus and detail required to create award winning projects and experiences. She has an extensive background 
working in a team environment with project management and facility management, as well as extensive experience creating 
enviornments. Architecture  enhances and supports the clients’ buisness goals and vision. Her goal is to determine appropriate design 
solutions and to follow through with those solutions to completion for the client. Cynthia’s experience includes working with local and 
state regulatory agencies, the State Fire Marshal and inspectors. She also works regularly with facility standards and preferred facility 
consultants and vendors.

Cynthia's work has been recognized for design excellence through both industry publications and awards. She is active in the design 
community and is a past president of the Orange County AIA.

Cynthia Mabus, AIA LEED AP BD+C
949.300.1905
cynthiamabus@sbcglobal.net
www.cynthiamabusarchitecture.com

Clients Represented
 
▪   UC Irvine Medical Center
▪   Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center
▪   Loma Linda University Medical Center
▪   Cedars Sinai Medical Center
▪   City Of Hope
▪   Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
▪   Miller Children’s Hospital
▪   Anaheim Memorial Medical Center

▪   Kaiser Permanente
▪   White Memorial Medical Center
▪   Kiero Nursing Home
▪   La Costa Glen Skilled Nursing Facility
▪   Premiere Rehabilitation and Nursing Facility
▪   Paintbrush Assisted Living 
▪   Irvine Housing Opportunities 
▪   Autumn Care Assisted Living Facility



Executive Office Suite
UC Irvine Medical Center
Orange CA

The executive administration for the cancer center program is consolidated on the fourth floor of the Chao 
Cancer Center. The simple 2,600 sf tenant improvement includes a waiting area, conference room, five 
private offices and an open work area with four workstations. The existing area was gutted, the scope 
of the tenant imporvement included relocation of interior walls, new ceiling and lighting, upgrade of 
mechanical system and upgrades to the entry corridor including, ceiling lighting and finishes.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus Architecture, Interior Design and Planning.



GI Labs, Recovery Positions and Clinic
UC Irvine Medical Center
Orange CA

UC Irvine Medical Center decided to renovate the third floor of the Chao Cancer Center to temporarily 
accommodate the GI programs displace during the construction of the new CDC. The renovation of 6,600 
sf of clinic and office space included the development of three GI proceedure rroms, recovery beds, scope 
cleaning, and a nurse station to support the proceedure rooms. The project scope also included renovation 
of existing office space ito exam rooms and refurbishment of the nursing support station. 

The existing Chao third floor waiting room was repurposed for the recovery room. This made for a very 
pretty recovery room, as the waiting room has a curved window wall that overlooks the central entry drop-
off turn around and garden on the campus. This project is part of the phased moves required to allow for 
the construction of the new CDC builddding on campus.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus Architecteture, Interior Design and Planning.



Call Center Relocation
UC Irvine Medical Center
Orange CA

UCI made a decision to centralize the call center in 2014. Approximatly 50% of the call center program 
was located at 200 Manchester, an off site office building, and the other 50% was decentralized around the 
medical center campus. This project expanded the existing 7th floor call center suite at 200 Manchester an 
additional 6,000 sf. The increased square footage accomodates 71 new work stations and three privaate 
offices. The program also included a training room, conference room, and a breakroom. The breakroom 
was designed as a light, fun, colorful space; to act as a respite from working at one’s desk.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus Architecture, Interior Design and Planning.



Miss Kelly’s Coffee
UC Irvine Medical Center
Orange CA

Miss Kelly’s Coffee on the UC Irvine Medical Center campus was a small coffee cart business that grew to 
be a popular hang out. This coffee shop provides a hang out spot for visitors and impromptu meetings for 
staff, serving lunches and coffee. The new 1200 sf structure is designed to be an open gathering spot with 
roll up doors, and outdoor sidewalk tables. On a very limited budget the building employs a very standard 
material palette, i.e. standing metal seam roof, a metal panel exterior, fiberglass windows with fans in the 
cupola to recirculate the air. The building is a intended to be a fun spot with a bohemian style; bright colors, 
colored concrete floor, music and art. 

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus Architecture, Interior Design and Planning.



Lobby Renovation Building B1A
UC Irvine Medical Center
Orange CA

Building B1A, the Tower, is one of UCI’s origonal hospital buildings, and therefore one of the older 
buildings on campus. This building is nearly always in the process of revovation. The upper floors are 
bed units, including post partum maternity beds. Consequently the lobby is a high traffic area. The lobby 
upgrade request included a desire to appeal to the maternity patients and their families and to include an 
opportunity to sell gifts for new moms and babies. 

The lobby design creates a light bright space by emplying typical maternity pastel color palatte of light 
blue, yellow and green. The light color palette is grounded with the use of dark brown. The high metal 
ceiling is also painted a barn brown, to balance out the porportions of the space. A small gift shop cabinet 
was included in the design. The cabinet offers presents and toys for new moms and babies. The cabinet 
pull out and locks up at night.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus Architecture, Interior Design and Planning.



Women’s Pavilion First Floor Hospitality
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Newport Beach CA

The Sue and Bill Gross Women’s Pavilion at Hoag Hospital focuses on ambulatory surgery and women’s 
healthcare. This building is intended to reflect the aesthetics of the community and take advantage of 
the views to the Pacific Ocean and Newport Harbor. The hospitality area provides the transition between 
the new Hoag Pavilion with the existing tower. The first floor hospitality areas are intended to have the 
warmth and comfort of a living room; understated and elegant. The programmatic components are a 
health resource center, café and long term waiting. The space is intentionally designed to be peaceful 
and relaxing. A respite from the stress of the medical center. The colors and textures are reflective Hoag’s 
location; deep blues of the ocean, warm sand colored stone with embedded fossils and the teak wood 
tones of sailing yachts.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus as a Seniot Designer/Project Architect while employed by TAYLOR.



Awards:
▪   2001 Center for Health Design Award

Breast Care Center
Anaheim Memorial Medical Center
Anaheim CA

The Breast Care Center at Anahiem Memorial Medical Center is a modern, feminine space that reflects the 
spirit of it’s predominantly female clientele. The program includes two mammography rooms and four exam 
rooms. The clinic’s simple plan utilizes low partitions to allow for views across the small space. A curved 
ceiling softens and extends the line of sight to the back wall. The curve creates a sense of graciousness. 
Specialty glass and light wood veneer give the interior texture and warmth. The color palette is simple 
and inspired by a suburban garden, purple from Agapanthus and yellow from Daffodils. The curving form, 
dynamic lighting, translucent glazing and color palette give the space a lightness. 

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus as a Seniot Designer/Project Architect while employed by TAYLOR.



Awards:
▪   2009 Overall Excellence in Lighting
▪   2009 Top Section Award - Interor Lighting
▪   2009 Top Section Award - Energy and Enviornment

Cancer Treatment has been one of Loma Linda University’s centers of excellence for some time, yet the 
medical center had yet to establish a recognizable presence for the service on campus. The renovation of 
the Schulman Pavilion, in the heart of the campus provided the home that this service deserved. 

The Cancer Center’s team takes pride in compassionately treating the patients’ emotional and spiritual 
needs alongside their physical ones. The Physicians and staff asked that the interior aesthetic reflect this 
important aspect of their program. The design maximizes the height of the space and places the infusion 
bays adjacent to the windows so that patients, often receiving treatment for hours, have the benefit of 
natural light and views. Privacy screens were developed to create separation for patients, in the waiting 
room, at the admitting/reception desk, and during treatment. Most patients are frail, have lost their ability 
to care for themselves. They can be self-conscious. The warm wood tones and translucent screens soften 
the medical environment. The integration of multiple light sources, of varying types and levels, give a 
bright uplifting ambiance to the interior. Architectural ceiling forms were inspired by the canopies of trees, 
to provide the sheltering and softening effect of curves. The final project is a light filled warm interior that 
reflects the compassionate care of the Cancer Center.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus as a Seniot Designer/Project Architect while employed by EwingCole.

Cancer Center
Loma Linda University Medical Center
Loma Linda CA



Awards:
▪    2000 AIA Orange County Design Award
▪   2000 Modern Healthcare Award
▪   2001 Dupont Antron Design Award

Comprehensive Breast Care Center 
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Newport Beach CA

The Comprehensive Breast Care Center is an outpatient clinic in a medical office building adjacent to 
Hoag Hospital. This clinic is primarily focused upon women’s wellness and mammography. The design 
inspiration for this project is the Newport Harbor. The detailing for the waiting and dressing areas is 
inspired by the local enviornment. The harbor, a feature just outside the door, is not visible from this 
basement location, however the interior recalls the harbor through the use of lighting, color and texture. 
Upholstered benches are built, recalling the below deck seating in a sail boat. Metal frames contain 
translucent glass, recalling the masts of the sailboats as seen through the fog in the morning. Lighting is 
indirect and reveals itself through the spaces between walls and ceilings, as the sun reveals itself through 
the clouds. 

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus as a Seniot Designer/Project Architect while employed by TAYLOR.



Pediatric Inpatient Addition
Miller Children’s Hospital
Long Beach CA

The Memorial Health System’s Children’s Hospital is located on the Long Beach Memorial Medical Center 
Campus. The Children’s hospital expansion is an addition to the campus that includes pediatric surgeries, 
radiology, a NICU and one floor of Pediatric beds. The hospital’s goal is to empower the children, with 
the philosophy that every child is the hero of there own story. The message of heroism and the waterfront 
culture are the inspiration for the Architecture. 

The interior is intended to be playful and engage children of all ages. The beach inspiration is apparent 
immediately upon entering, the reception/admitting desk is a large colorful beach umbrella and the gift 
shop façade is inspired by a Ferris wheel. The arcade games from the boardwalk are included in the lobby 
to engage the early teens. Day care and waiting areas at every floor are crafted with windows placed at 
varying heights, furniture and benches of a variety of scales for crawling as well as sitting and light bright 
engaging colors and textures.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus as a Seniot Designer/Project Architect while employed by TAYLOR.



Paintbrush Community
Assisted Living and Memory Care
Fresno CA

The Paintbrush Community is a 72,000 SF senior living and memory care project in Fresno, CA. This 2 
level Type V-A R-2.1, 95 residential unit project was HUD financed. The project’s design was inspired by 
the lodge aesthetic of the Yosemite Valley. Amenities included public recreational and dining spaces, as 
well as a full commercial kitchen and laundry. The hospitality inspired lobby includes a cafe, library and 
spa. The grounds include a pool, outdoor terrace and resident gardening space. Ms. Mabus managed  the 
project from design development through construction documents, including the City of Fresno permitting 
process. Her role included the refinement of the exterior design and development of the architectural 
interiors. Her role also included working with the HUD reviewer to assure compliance.

Project completed by Cynthia Mabus as a Seniot Designer/Project Architect while employed by DPA.



Representative Project Experience 

The campus master plan identified the Schuman Pavilion, an existing building at the medical 
center entry, as the consolidated home of Cancer Services. The first phase for this project was 
to upgrade the basement level for infusion patients. The existing 10,400 SF basement level 
was completely gutted, creating a clean slate to accommodate the program. The program of 
20 infusion positions, 13 exam rooms and support spaces including a compounding satellite 
pharmacy utilized the entire floor. The great oak tree on the site inspires the design aesthetic. 
The V-shaped ceiling soffits recall the sheltering canopy of the oak tree and provides 
customized infusion positions. As the designer and project architect, Ms. Mabus lead the 
design process through planning and schematic design. Her role included the documentation, 
review and permitting process and support through construction administration. 

Cancer Center
Loma Linda University Medical Center
Loma Linda CA

Gonda Laboratory Expansion
City Of Hope
Duarte CA

The Gonda Project is an expansion of an existing laboratory building on the City of Hope 
Campus. The donor required that the new building be aesthetically compatible with the 
existing structure. The building footprint and fenestration pattern mirror the existing pattern 
on three floors. The laboratory planning is similar to the existing and communal space is 
located at the hub between the two buildings. The fourth floor provides the opportunity for an 
aesthetic shift, as it houses a vivarium. EwingCole worked closely with DPR construction in 
the design build project delivery process. The 60.000 SF, $40 million project completes the 
edge of a central campus courtyard. Ms. Mabus developed the design and plan as the senior 
designer and project architect.

Pediatric Inpatient Addition
Miller Cildren’s Hospital 
Long Beach CA

In December 2009 Miller Children’s Hospital opened the doors of a $200 million, 124,000 
SF expansion project. A mandate to expand surgical services provided the opportunity to 
create a healing environment that advanced medical care and comfort to young patients and 
their families. The program included a floor of pediatric beds, NICU and radiological services 
while establishing a campus presence for Miller Children’s Hospital. Miller’s was previously 
integrated into the Long Beach Memorial Hospital. The design team created an architecture 
of distraction that engages and comforts pediatric patients through the story of the hero’s 
journey. Ms. Mabus, as a senior designer, was involved in the conceptual development, 
design and planning of the project.



Representative Project Experience 

Women’s Pavilion First Floor Hospitality
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Newport Beach CA

Comprehensive Breast Care Center
Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian
Newport Beach CA

Breast Care Center 
Anahiem Memorial Medical Center
Anahiem Ca

The Sue and Bill Gross Women’s Pavilion at Hoag Hospital focuses on ambulatory surgery 
and women’s healthcare. This building is intended to reflect the aesthetics of the community 
and take advantage of the views to the Pacific Ocean and Newport Harbor. The hospitality 
area provides the transition between the new Hoag Pavilion with the existing tower. The 
first floor hospitality areas are intended to have the warmth and comfort of a living room; 
understated and elegant. The programmatic components are a health resource center, café 
and long term waiting. The space is intentionally designed to be peaceful and relaxing. A 
respite from the stress of the medical center. The colors and textures are reflective Hoag’s 
location; deep blues of the ocean, warm sand colored stone with embedded fossils and the 
teak wood tones of sailing yachts.

The Comprehensive Breast Care Center is an outpatient clinic in a medical office building 
adjacent to Hoag Hospital. This clinic is primarily focused upon women’s wellness and 
mammography. The design inspiration for this project is the Newport Harbor. The detailing 
for the waiting and dressing areas is inspired by the location. The harbor, a feature just 
outside the door, is not visible from this basement location, however the interior recalls the 
harbor through the use of lighting, color and texture. Upholstered benches are built into 
the space, recalling the seating in a sail boat below deck. Metal frames contain translucent 
glass, recalling the masts of the sailboats as seen through the fog in the morning. Lighting 
is indirect and reveals itself through the spaces between walls and ceilings, as the sun 
reveals itself breaking through the clouds. 

The Breast Care Center at Anahiem Memorial Medical Center is a modern, feminine space 
that reflects the spirit of it’s predominantly female clientele. The program includes two 
mammography rooms and four exam rooms. The clinic’s simple plan utilizes low partitions 
to allow for views across the small space. A curved ceiling softens and extends the line of 
sight to the back wall. The curve creates a sense of graciousness. Specialty glass and light 
wood veneer give the interior texture and warmth. The color palette is simple and inspired 
by a suburban garden, purple from Agapanthus and yellow from Daffodils. The curving form, 
dynamic lighting, translucent glazing and color palette give the space a lightness. 



Representative Project Experience 

The Northridge earthquake significantly damaged White Memorial Hospital. FEMA matching 
funds contributed towards the rebuilding of the facility. Maintaining operations during 
construction was mandatory. Essential services where moved into the new, conforming facility 
and support services backfilled in to the existing space. Focus groups and Administration 
emphasized the desire for a traditional, hospitality oriented facility. The entry, drop-off and 
lobby are traditionally scaled and detailed. Brick, stone and terra-cotta were proposed to 
give it scale and texture. A shaped roof gives the bulding a presence on the LA skyline. 
The project planning was a collaboration with Taylor and HDR. The design and project 
development work was done by Taylor. Ms. Mabus, in the senior design and planning role, 
developed the direction of the project.

Replacement Hospital 
White Memorial Medical Center
Los Angeles CA

Vista Del Oro 
Medical Office Building
Oceanside CA

Vista Del Oro is a medical office building designed for an Oceanside CA site. The building 
is designed with two levels of lease/commercial condominium space and a lower level of 
parking. It is planned to serve physicians practicing at the local medical center. The site 
is sloped, allowing for a partially submerged parking garage, eliminating the need for 
mechanical ventilation. Contextual to its suburban neighbors, the material palette is cultured 
stone and stucco. Metal trellis work provides scale at the entry canopies and other garden 
areas on the site. The budget was competitive. Market research was used to keep the project 
in alignment with similar projects in the area. As the project designer and project architect Ms 
Mabus was responsible for the conceptual development.

The template hospital project was developed by Kaiser as a strategy to build 13 medical 
campuses in Califonia. The prototypical hospital allows Kaiser to maintain their standard 
of healthcare delivery while containing development and construction costs. Kaiser 
Permanente recognized that an aggressive building program was required to support their 
projected growth. The prototypical design allows varius project teams to develop site specific 
refinements as the facilities come on line. 

The template project team included three firms; executive architect, planning lead and 
interior architecture. Taylor held the interior architecture contract. During this same time 
frame Kaiser developed the “Thrive Campaign”. The interior architecture reflects the spirit 
of wellness and the healing power of the natural environment in alignment with the thrive 
campaign. Ms. Mabus, as a part of the Taylor team, developed an interior architectural 
aesthetic in collaboration with the project team. The hospital is designed as a wellness center 
for each community. 

Kaiser Template Hospital Project
Multiple Sites CA



Representative Project Experience 

The Paintbrush Community is a 72,000 SF senior living and memory care project in 
Fresno, CA. This 2 level Type V-A R-2.1, 95 residential unit project was HUD financed. 
The project’s design was inspired by the lodge aesthetic of the Yosemite Valley. Amenities 
included public recreational and dining spaces, as well as a full commercial kitchen and 
laundry. The hospitality inspired lobby includes a cafe, library and spa. The grounds include 
a pool, outdoor terrace and resident gardening space. Ms. Mabus managed the project from 
design development through construction documents, including the City of Fresno permitting 
process. Her role included the refinement of the the exterior design and the development 
of the architectural interiors. Her role included working with the HUD reviewer to assure 
compliance. 

Paintbrush Assisted Living Community
Assisted Living and Memory Care
Fresno CA

The premiere Rehabilitation and Wellness Community is a new 173 bed skilled nursing 
facility in Lancaster CA. A single story Type V-A 1-2 74,000 SF project on a greenfield site, the 
program for this project includes a large physical therapy space for patient rehabilitation as 
well as dining and a full commercial kitchen. The plan is organized around three courtyards, 
one for each of three nursing units. The planning included are a mix of single, two bed and 
three bed patient rooms. Ms. Mabus designed and managed the project through the re-
design of the schematic package, required after the preliminary OSHPD review. She  was 
the project manager and project architect through design development and construction 
documents. Ms. Mabus managed the project through the OSHPD submittal and review 
process.  Her responsibilities included working with the developer through their entitlement 
and value engineering process as the design evolved. 

Premiere Rehabilitation and Wellness Community
Skilled Nursing Facility
Lancaster CA

A feasibility and schematic design package was developed for the Irvine Housing 
Opportunities development group. The proposal explores the possibility of expanding an 
existing senior living site by developing the adjacent property. The adjacent property is an 
Irvine elementary school which is under utilized. There is a shortage of senior living and 
memory care residential properties in the Irvine area, and this prototypical approach can be 
emulated on other sites in this community. The package includes two options, one utilizing a 
portion of the neighboring site and the other proposes a complete build out of the available 
property. A mix of four unit options allows for maximum flexibility. The program includes 
community rooms, dining facilities and a commercial kitchen, along with a spa and other 
recreational facilities. Ms. Mabus developed the design and schematic package for this 
project.

Irvine Housing Opportunities 
Assisted Living Facility
Irvine CA



Representative Project Experience 

In the spring of 2009, a fire in the foothills above the Santa Barbara Mission destroyed 80 
homes.  The rebuilding of this 2700 SF residence embraces the modern - in technology 
and design - while simultaneously giving due deference to the beauty, climate suitability 
and fire resistance of the indigenous architecture of early California, which is still visible in 
the Mission area. The design is transparent, using high performance glass in narrow steel 
frames to temper its south-facing exposure without sacrificing views.  Privacy is protected by 
walls of local sandstone that appear first along the driveway, lead into and surround the entry 
courtyard, then slice though the house, separating public and private spaces, grounding the 
home and directing views out to the panorama of the Santa Barbara coast.

Ullman Residence
Santa Barbara, CA

This residence, in a rural area of Apple Valley CA, was designed to take advantage of a 
large site with expansive views. The plan organizes the family spaces along a crescent 
arc, optimizing the unobstructed views so that the living, dining and family rooms look over 
the pool, toward an orchard and then out into the valley. The internal organization is open, 
eliminating internal walls and creating views through the interior from space to space. Where 
walls are required to define spaces, voids are created to emphasize their permeability.
 
The interior is a modern clean space, designed for entertaining and family life. The furnishings 
and finishes were developed to take advantage of natural textures and muted colors. The 
material palette employs warm woods, sculptural concrete tiles, glass mosaics and creamy 
granites. Casual elegance and stylish living were a goal for this light filled residence. 

The team included an executive architect, with a third firm developing the construction 
documents. CMA’s role included collaboration in the conceptual design and planning, 
development of the interior planning, finish and furnish selection and application and 
collaboration during documentation.

Kumar Residence
Apple Valley CA

Miss Kelly’s Coffee on the UC Irvine Medical Center campus was a small coffee cart business 
that grew to be a popular hang out. This coffee shop provides a hang out spot for visitors 
and impromptu meetings for staff, serving lunches and coffee. The new 1200 sf structure is 
designed to be an open gathering spot with roll up doors, and outdoor sidewalk tables. On a 
very limited budget the building employs a very standard material palette, i.e. standing metal 
seam roof, a metal panel exterior, fiberglass windows with fans in the cupola to recirculate 
the air. The building is a intended to be a fun spot with a bohemian style; bright colors, 
colored concrete floor, music and art.

Miss Kelly’s Coffee  
UC Irvine Medical Center
Orange CA



▪   AIA Orange County Design Award 2013 
 Citation Award Residential Architecture
 Ullman Residence Santa Barbara CA
▪   AIA Orange County Design Award 2013
         Member’s Choice Award
 Ullman Residence Santa Barbara CA
▪   Lumen West Award 2009
 Overall Excellence in Lighting
            Cancer Center, Loma Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda CA
▪   Lumen West Award 2009
            Top Section Award – Interior Lighting
            Cancer Center, Loma Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda CA
▪   Lumen West Award 2009
          Top Section Award – Energy and Environment
            Cancer Center, Loma Linda University Medical Center, Loma Linda CA
▪   DuPont Antron Design Award 2001
            Healthcare Category
           Comprehensive Breast Care Center, Hoag Memorial Hospital, Newport Beach CA
▪   Center for Health Design 2001
           Breast Care Center, Anaheim Memorial Medical Center, Anaheim CA
▪   AIA Orange County Design Award 2000
           Award of Merit
           Comprehensive Breast Care Center, Hoag Memorial Hospital, Newport Beach CA
▪   Modern Healthcare Design Award 2000
       Merit Award
 Comprehensive Breast Care Center, Hoag Memorial Hospital, Newport Beach CA
                                                                                                  

▪   Registered Architect California
▪   LEED Accredited Professional BD+C
▪   2006 President, American Institute of Architects Orange County CA

▪   Cynthia Mabus Architecture
 Orange CA
 January 2009 - Present
▪   Douglas Pancake Architects
 Newport Beach CA
 September 2011 - February 2013
▪   EwingCole Architects
 Irvine CA
 December 2005 - December 2008
▪   TAYLOR
 Newport Beach CA
 July 1997 - December 2005

▪   Stone Marraccini and Patterson 
 Santa Monica CA
 April 1993 - July 1997
▪   Bobrow Thomas and Associates
 Los Angeles CA
 May 1988 - April 1993
▪   Kaplan McLaughlin Diaz
 San Francisco and Los Angeles CA
 January 1984 - May 1988
▪   Faculty Interior Designers Institute 
 Newport Beach CA
            Healthcare Design Studio
 January 2002 - Present

Employment History

Credentials

Awards



Health Care: 
 UC Irvine Medical Center, Orange CA
	 ▪				Call	Center	Consolidation
	 						Architectural	Services
	 ▪				Miss	Kelly’s	Coffee	Relocation
	 						Architectural	Services
	 ▪				Lobby	Renovation	Building	BIA
	 						Architectural	Services
	 ▪				PAR	Exercise	Course
	 						Architectural	Services
	 ▪				Chao	Comprehensive	Cancer	Center,
	 						Design	&	Project	Management	Consultant
	 ▪					Infusion	Center	Relocation
	 							Project	Management	Consultant
	 ▪					Aesthetic	Design	Standards
	 							Design	Consultants
	 ▪					Statement	of	Condition	Drawings	for	Joint	Commision	Review
	 							Architectural	Consultant
	 ▪					Various	Department	Improvements
																					Architectural	Services
	 Loma	Linda	University	Medical	Center,	Loma	Linda	CA
	 ▪					Cancer	Center
	 							Architectural	Services
	 Hoag	Memorial	Hospital,	Newport	Beach	CA
	 ▪					Women’s	Pavilion	First	Floor	Hospitality	and	Cafe	Building,	
	 							Architectural	Services
	 ▪					Comprehensive	Breast	Care	Center
	 							Architectural	Services
	 ▪					Wellness	Center
       Architectural	Services
	 Miller	Children’s	Hospital,	Long	Beach	CA
	 ▪					Pediatric	Addition
	 							Architectural	Services
	 							Interior	Architecure
	 Anahiem	Memorial	Medical	Center
	 ▪					Breast	Care	Center,	
	 							Architectural	Services
	 Kaiser	Permanente
	 ▪					Template	Hospitals
	 							Interior	Architecture
	 White	Memorial	Medical	Center
	 ▪					Replacement	Hospital
	 							Schematic	&	Design	Development



Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing:
 Kiero	Nursing	Home,	Los	Angeles.	CA
	 ▪				Conference	Room	Expansion
	 						Architectural	Services
	 Paintbrush	Partnership,	Fresno	CA
	 ▪				Paintbrush	Assisted	Living	Community
	 					Architectural	Services
	 Eretz	Lancaster	Properties,	Lancaster	CA
	 ▪				Priemere	Rehabilitation	and	Wellness	Community
	 					Architectural	Services
	 Autumn	Care	Development	Properties,	Huntington	Beach	CA
	 ▪				Autumn	Care	Residential	Care	Facility
	 					Planning	and	Schematic	Design
	 Irvine	Housing	Opportunities,	Irvine	CA	
	 ▪				Assisted	Living	
	 					Planning	and	Schematic	Design
Laboratory and Pharmacutical:
	 City	of	Hope,	Duarte	CA	
	 ▪				Gonda	Laboratory	Expansion,
	 						Architectural	Services
	 Mankind	Corporation,	Valencia	CA	
	 ▪				Lobby	Upgrade	&	Office	Interior
	 					Conceptual	Design	&	Planning
 CHOC, Orange CA
	 ▪				Research	Grant	Proposal,
	 						Conceptual	Design	and	Planning
Commercial: 
	 Irvine	Company
	 ▪				880	Newport	Center	Drive,	Newport	Beach	CA
	 						Construction	Documents	and	Construction	Administration
	 ▪				Tenant	Improvement,	Irvine	CA
	 						Architectural	Services
	 Cal	Optima,	Orange	CA
	 ▪				Program	Planning	Studies
	 						Design	Consultant
	 Nichols	Land	Company
	 ▪				Vista	Del	Oro	Office	Building,	Irvine	CA
	 						Architectural	Services
	 Pietra	Development	Company
	 ▪				Joyland	Day	Care	Center
	 						Conceptual	Design	and	Planning	



Residential: 
	 Ullman	Residence,	Santa	Barbara	CA
	 ▪				New	Construction
	 						Architectural	Services
	 Kumar	Residence,	Apple	Valley	CA
	 ▪				New	Construction
	 						Interior	Design	Services
	 Norman	Residence,	Santa	Monica	CA
	 ▪				Interior	Renovations
	 						Architectural	Services
	 Irvine	Residence,	Irvine	CA
	 ▪			Interior	Renovation
	 					Architeural	Services
	 Apartment	Renovation,	Woodland	Hills	CA
	 ▪				Interior	Renovation
	 						Architectural	Services


